
SUMMER READING ASSIGNMENT FOR RISING FRESHMAN
Choose two of the following titles, and for each book write a one page book review in which you
describe how your experience reading the book:

● helped you learn about a new topic, situation, place, or historical circumstance
● encouraged you to make connections to your own identity and experiences
● caused you to view something in a different way or challenged your previous thinking
● helped you understand why the book is considered a literary classic that is worthy of critical

acclaim and enduring celebration

Book Choices

The Pearl by John Steinbeck
This is the story of a young pearl diver who dares to dream for a better life for his family.
But the book here
Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank
The non-fiction diary of a young Jewish girl in hiding from the Nazis during WWII.
Buy the book here
The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas
The Illustrated Man by Ray Bradbury
An anthology of science-fiction short stories that explores themes of increasing dependence on technology and
the psychology of people in an ever-progressing world.
Buy the book here
The Poet X by Elizabeth Acevdeo
Fifteen- year-old Xiomara, who goes by X, works through the tension and conflict in her family by writing poetry.
Buy the book here
Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card
A conflict in the future between humans and an invading alien race leads humanity to train special children for
the war in space.
Buy the book here
Kindred by Octavia Butler
This book explores antebellum slavery from the perspective of a 20th-century Black woman who is aware of its
legacy in contemporary American society.
Buy the book here

All of these books are very popular and should be available at your local library and on
various websites. Should you have any concerns or questions while working on this

assignment, you may email Mr. Goodridge at agoodridge@nychscl.org or Mx. Bigelow at
tbigelow@nychscl.org. Your two book reviews will be collected during the first week of

class in the fall.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5rPfCSeFQcOSVYzZHd5aGtBQzQ/view?usp=sharing&resourcekey=0-wCgTn69V10UCTecrEPpNUA
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0972XJ2J6/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09475LK35/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y3U5VLHfX80qaFiuRp32Mh7O87QtIc8q/view?usp=sharing
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08ZVF721K/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VKWY4SHR6GEOeNHQ__czMJP3vwkwulQa/view?usp=sharing
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0727TNBDH/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10CygxJ1O94At2yYzklnJOhjuGWYYq6Lx/view?usp=sharing
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B005FVNIW6/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00F0LUZ4U/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
mailto:agoodridge@nychscl.org
mailto:tbigelow@nychscl.org

